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Fwd: Appeal Haul Route for 2301-2309 San Marco Drive

Stephen DeCordova <stephendecordova@gmail.com> 
To: clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org

Mon, Mar 18, 2019 at 4:47 PM

----------Forwarded message----------
From: Stephen DeCordova <stephendecordova@gmail.com> 
Date: Thu, Mar 14, 2019 at 7:03 PM 
Subject: Appeal Haul Route for 2301-2309 San Marco Drive 
To: <clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.com>

RE: Board File No. 180073 2301 North San Marco Drive 
Board File No. 180090 2305 North San Marco Drive 
Board File No. 180091 2309 North San Marco Drive

We reside less than 200 feet from the above addresses. Our home on Lorenzo Drive (a dead-end street) has no egress to 
Cahuenga Blvd (or the world beyond) other than the haul route on San Marco Drive and Cahuenga Terrace. We wish to 
appeal the decision to approve the haul route for the above addresses, for two primary reasons:

1) There are no currently-valid permits for construction or grading at these locations.

-- the permits for these addresses expired on or about August 10, 2018
- Councilmember Ryu's office has recommended against any extension of the plan check deadline, and for denial of the 
haul route. A copy of their note is attached.
-the District 4 office informed us that the expired permits had been granted under zoning regulations that have since 
changed, and that the developers would have to generate new plans that adhere to all current code and submit them anew 
to city Plan Check.
- we are not aware that any such new plans, including grading plans, have been submitted to the city for approval
-- absent valid permits, we urge that the haul route be denied.

2) The amount of earth to be excavated and hauled is excessive, and constitutes an unreasonable hardship and 
danger to the neighboring properties and owners.

- 10,076 cu yds is more than three times the amount allowed under the BHO
- proposed 221 haul days, 4 days a week, will extend over 13 months, with 4-5 trucks daily
- this will render San Marco and Lorenzo Drives inaccessible (including to emergency vehicles) for much of the time for over 
a year
- this amount of heavy traffic will surely damage the already substandard roadway
- it is hard to imagine that there won't be incidents (there have been in the recent past)
- 2305 San Marco (File 180090) alone calls for more than 6,100 cu yds to be removed, more than six times the BHO 
allowance, and should be specifically denied.
- 2309 San Marco (File 180091 calls for a house with a swimming pool (on a steep hillside) requiring nearly three times the 
allowable grading
- these plans need to be revised to adhere to all zoning regulations, including the BHO, before a haul route can be 
considered, let alone approved
-- absent approved, to-code plans, including reasonable grading plans, we urge that the haul route be denied.

It is our hope that the applicants will revise their plans to code, and review with us those plans and sketches of how the 
hillside will look after their construction (as they were advised to do by the Building and Safety Commissioners), so that we 
can become supportive of their plans, and welcome them to our beautiful neighborhood.

Sincerely,

Stephen and Debra DeCordova 
2336 Lorenzo Drive
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M
Public Hearing re 2301-2309 San Marco

Sat, Feb 23, 2019 at 4:42 PMStephen DeCordova <stephendecordova@gmail.com> 
To: Debra DeCordova <drdecordova@gmail.com>

------— Forwarded message---------
From: Emma Howard <emma.howard@lacity.org>
Date: Tue, Feb 19. 2019 at 12:26 PM
Subject: Re: Public Hearing re 2301-2309 San Marco
To: Stephen DeCordova <stephendecordova@gmail com>
Cc: Jim Van Dusen <Jim@myhunc.com>, George Skarpelos <george@myhunc.com>

This is the statement I sent Ms. Lopez ias week and cc-ed to Jim:

"The office of Councilmember Ryu does not support any extension of the plan check deadline in light of the 
conversations at Hollywood United Neighborhood Council's PLUM committee and the non consensus among the 
community as to the project impacts and design. We would also recommend denial of these haul routes over a 
continuance as further continuances seem likely to result in an impasse and it is preferable that the applicant (s) treat 
the sites as a new project or projects and redesign consistent with all currently applicable codes, most especially the 
Baseline Hillside Ordinance and the Baseline Mansionization Ordinance. It is our hope this clean slate will allow the 
applicant to either work with the community on conditions or design a project that is to code and requires no 
discretionary entitlements or CEQA review."

Emma G. Howard
Senior Planner 
Office: (213) 473-7004 
http://davidryu.lacity.orgL.A. CITY COUNCILMEMBER

[Quoted text hidden]
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re: Board File No.s 180073,180090, 180091

Dear Ms. Wolcott:

I am writing to express my firm support for the appeal filed by my neighbors on Lorenzo Dr. 
and San Marco Dr. with respect to the above-referenced files. They are quite correct that a 
project (or projects) of this magnitude would be devastating to the neighborhood.

As has been pointed out, San Marco Dr. is a very narrow, sub-standard street. The project 
would absolutely create real problems of safety and access for the residents of that street. But 
residents of surrounding streets, such as La Granada just below or Lorenzo adjacent, would be 
significantly impacted, as well.

Noise, dust and air pollution would be a serious aggravation. However, vehicular and 
pedestrian safety, vehicular access and potential infrastructure damage to our fragile and 
broken streets is a huge concern. I am specifically concerned that trucks would not be able to 
turn around at the site and would end up using Holly Dr. Holly is narrow and winding, with poor 
visibility, and is a major access road for many residents that live up the hill.

I am at a loss to understand how applications to haul this magnitude of soil were approved in 
the first place. They are way beyond statutory allowances. Our ordinances exist to protect our 
neighborhoods and our fragile environment, and they should be respected and complied with.
I am not opposed to the lot owners building within legal allowances and sensitively with 
respect to the hillside. But I am strongly opposed to this magnitude of earth removal and 
wholesale alteration of the terrain.

Respectfully,

Cu).
Catherine Weary


